A CMMS CASE STUDY:
NEXGEN BOOSTS MAINTENANCE
EFFICIENCY AND LABOR
PRODUCTIVITY FOR CMSA

ABOUT CMSA

Operational since 1985, the Central Marin Sanitation Agency (CMSA) operates the largest
wastewater treatment plant in Marin County. They treat approximately 6 billion gallons of
wastewater per year and maintain approximately 2,500 physical assets. 45 total
employees operate the plant, with 9 maintenance staff and 3 operators. In addition to the
plant, they have 21 remote stations.

CHALLENGES FACED BY CMSA

They tried out two different Computerized Maintenance Management Software (CMMS)
programs before NEXGEN, neither of which had the ability to be precisely configured to
the CMSA's specific workflow. The result was clunky operations and inefficiencies in
maintenance. At least 95% of the plant's maintenance was unplanned, and they had over
700 open Preventive Maintenance (PM) work orders for only 3 mechanics to handle.
Between the overwhelming amount of PMs and reactive work orders, mechanics didn't
have time for PMs.
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WHY CMSA CHOSE NEXGEN
The CMSA originally chose NEXGEN in 2008 not only because of its ability to be
precisely configured to the CMSA's workflow, but also because of its user friendly
interface, and its unique asset management planning modules, such as funding
forecast and capital improvement prioritization.

RESULTS DELIVERED
1

NEXGEN's implementers helped fine tune CMSA's PM program to help them do
more proactive work, freeing up the mechanics to do PMs.
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WITHIN A YEAR OF USING NEXGEN ASSET MANAGEMENT, CMSA WAS ABLE TO GO
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Once the fine tuning of the PMs was complete, CMSA implemented NEXGEN Asset
Management Mobile for use at the 21 remote stations. With NEXGEN's help, they
were able to cut more than 40% of the labor required to maintain assets at the
remote stations, again freeing up mechanics to focus more on preventive
maintenance.

40% MECHANICS FREED UP TO FOCUS ON
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
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The end result has been a dramatic cultural change in the CMSA's maintenance
and operations; they shifted from reactive and unplanned maintenance to
proactive maintenance, vastly increasing operational efficiency. The trend
continues to this day.

“We never would have been able to achieve the things that we did without NEXGEN's help through
the full implementation process. I would recommend NEXGEN to any organization looking to improve
the efficiency of its CMMS program – it is simply the best CMMS software on the market today.”
-Asset Manager, CMSA
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ABOUT NEXGEN
Established in 2004, NEXGEN is an industry leader in designing advanced Computer
Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) and Asset Management Software (AMS) tools
for utilities, facilities, public works, manufacturing, fleet and more. NEXGEN has more than
25 years of experience in software implementation and asset management consultation.
Our strategic solutions integrate the latest technology and most advanced features.
NEXGEN Asset Management Mobile is the result of growing demand for easy-to-use Mobile
technology. From lifecycle planning and inventory management to condition assessment
and risk analysis, NEXGEN Asset Management is a comprehensive software solution
designed to efficiently manage and sustain your organization’s asset management program
through a single software solution.

CONTACT DETAILS

Business Address:
NEXGEN Asset Management
4010 Lennane Drive,
Sacramento, CA 95834
Business Website:
http://www.nexgenam.com/

(888) 820-8880
www.nexgenam.com

Business Contact Email:
info@nexgenam.com
Business Contact Numbers:
Telephone: (888) 820-8880
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